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Summary – This report concerns proposals to vary the terms of the section 106 
agreements relating to residential/employment development at the former RAF 
Watton Technical Site.  A recommendation will be provided in a supplementary report 
to follow. 

 
 
1.   INTRODUCTION 
This report concerns a request from a consortium of developers to vary the terms of 
the section 106 agreements relating to the redevelopment of the former RAF Watton 
Technical Site.  It is requested that the total sum of the outstanding financial 
contributions required by the section 106 agreements be reduced to enable funds to 
be re-directed towards the costs of completing the new roundabout access into the 
development on Norwich Road.   
 
2.  KEY DECISION 
This is not a key decision.   
 
3.  COUNCIL PRIORITIES 
The following Council priorities are relevant to this report: 

• A safe and healthy environment 

• A well planned place to live and work 
 
4.  POLICY 
At a national level, policies set out in PPS 1 ‘Delivering Sustainable Development’, 
PPS 3 ‘Housing’, and PPG 13 ‘Transport’ are particularly relevant.  Advice on the use 
of section 106 agreements is set out in the DCLG’s Circular 05/05 ’Planning 
Obligations’ and ‘Planning Obligations: Practice Guidance’.  The recently published 
HCA guidance ‘Investment and planning obligations: Responding to the downturn’ is 
also relevant.   
 
At a local level, Policy CP5 of the Core Strategy & Development Control Policies 
DPD, and the County Council’s ‘Planning Obligations Standards for Education, 
Library, Fire Hydrant and Social Service Provision’ are relevant. 
 
5.  ASSESSMENT 
The proposal to vary the terms of the existing legal agreements raises a series of 
related issues concerning the provision of local infrastructure, development viability 
and the delivery of housing to address current shortages.   Consideration of these 
issues leads inevitably to one fundamental question: do the circumstances relating to 
this development justify a reduction in previously agreed section 106 contributions in 
order to enable the development of the site to continue in the short term?  
 



Background 
Planning permission was granted in 2006 for the redevelopment of the former 
Technical Site for housing, open space, a local centre and employment land.  The 
two permissions granted (one on appeal) were both subject to section 106 
agreements containing a range of planning obligations relating to affordable housing, 
public open space, employment land marketing, access provision, together with 
financial contributions towards public transport, education and library services (the 
financial contributions are summarised in the Appendix to this report). 
 
The approved development of the former Technical Site includes a total of 624 
dwellings, associated public open space, local centre shops/services, a nursing 
home, and 2.6 hectares of employment land.  So far around 250 dwellings have been 
completed or are currently under construction.  On the commercial side, no 
development has been completed, although detailed consent has been granted for a 
local centre and nursing home.  The approved scheme includes two accesses off 
Norwich Road to serve the development.  One of the two accesses is available for 
use, but the second (a new roundabout) has only been partially constructed.   
 
Proposals for the development of the site were submitted originally by Cofton Ltd and 
Taylor Wimpey.  Subsequently, various other developers, including Bloor Homes, 
Barratt Homes and Henry Davidson, have acquired parts of the site.  Under the 
purchase arrangements made with individual developers, Cofton retained 
responsibility for the provision of infrastructure across the site (roads, drainage, open 
space) and for the payment of section 106 contributions.  Cofton went into 
administration early in 2009, leaving a number of elements of development 
infrastructure and section 106 contributions outstanding.  These include the 
completion of the partly constructed roundabout on Norwich Road, provision of public 
open space and the payment of further contributions towards education, libraries and 
public transport.  Whilst it is understood that monies have been set aside in 
developer stakeholder agreements to cover originally anticipated costs, insufficient 
funds remain to cover the cost of both the outstanding section 106 contributions and 
for the completion of the roundabout.   
 
A number of planning conditions and section 106 clauses are being breached by the 
continued development on site. 
 
Financial viability 
The consortium of developers has indicated that cost of the completion of the 
Norwich Road roundabout (estimated at approximately £737,000) would render the 
remaining development unviable. It is argued that in the current housing market, the 
approved scheme cannot afford to put any additional money towards the cost of the 
roundabout.  A financial appraisal of the development has been submitted in support 
of this contention.  This appraisal indicates that there is significant shortfall in returns 
from the development due to falls in house prices since land purchase.  
 
Independent advice on the submitted financial appraisal has been sought from the 
District Valuer.  The District Valuer’s Report on the submitted financial appraisal finds 
that in general terms the cost and value information provided is reasonable.  Whilst 
clarification of certain details is sought, he concludes overall that the development 
proposals are currently unable to support any further costs.  The Report goes on to 
state that it would be reasonable to assume that a prudent developer would delay 
further development until there was greater confidence in an improving market and 
financial viability was less constrained.  However, the Report acknowledges that if 
there is other strong justification for continuing development in the current market, 
then a varied s106 package or phasing would be one possible solution. 



 
Benefits of continued development in the short term 
Where a development can no longer meet previously agreed planning obligations 
due to reasons of non-viability, local planning authorities must consider whether there 
are benefits from the scheme that justify flexibility.   National guidance makes it clear 
that non-viability does not automatically justify changes to section 106 obligations.  
However, local authorities are urged to review section 106 obligations carefully when 
requested to do so, and to help create conditions which enable planning permissions 
to be built out.    
 
National planning policy attaches considerable weight to the provision of a good 
supply of deliverable housing land.  PPS 3 states as a key objective of the planning 
system the identification of a ‘flexible, responsive supply of land – managed in a way 
that makes efficient and effective use of land, including re-use of previously-
developed land, where appropriate’.  There is currently a shortfall in housing land 
supply in the District. (2.7 years is available rather the 5 years supply required by 
PPS 3).   The timely completion of the Norwich Road roundabout would allow the 
redevelopment of the former Technical Site to continue to contribute to the local 
supply of housing, including a significant element of affordable housing.  However, 
should the roundabout remain incomplete, it is likely that enforcement action would 
need to be taken to stop further development where this would be in breach of 
existing conditions/obligations.  This could in turn lead to the withdrawal of currently 
committed government funding towards the provision of additional affordable 
housing.    
 
Failure to complete the roundabout in the short term would also be likely to 
jeopardise current proposals for the local centre land, including the approved shop 
units and the nursing home.  It is understood that an ‘anchor tenant’ has been 
secured for the retail development, but that this is dependant on a start being made 
on the development in the near future.  The local centre schemes would help to 
create a more sustainable mixed use development than would otherwise be the case, 
and would also help to provide local employment.  Completion of the roundabout 
would also allow access to the remaining undeveloped employment land immediately 
adjacent to the local centre.  
 
Delays in the development and completion of the existing development would be 
likely to affect the amenities of existing residents by prolonging the period of 
disruption inevitably associated with large construction sites.   
 
To conclude on this issue, in the context of national and local planning policies 
relating to housing development, and taking into account the factors outlined above, 
it is considered that the desirability of enabling the site to continue to be developed 
for housing at the current time should be given significant weight and provides 
justification for considering variation of the current planning obligations. 
 
Adjustment of contributions 
If it is accepted that there is a case for some variation in the current planning 
obligations, then difficult choices present themselves as to which contributions should 
be reduced and by how much.  Of the remaining contributions required by the section 
106 agreements, the largest items are for education (£980,000) and public transport 
(+£340,000).  Monies have also been set aside for other highway improvement 
works.  Officers from Norfolk County Council have been asked to provide detailed 
advice on the likely implications of reducing education and transport contributions.  
This information will be presented in a supplementary report.  
 



Monies have also been set aside in the developer stakeholder agreements for the 
provision of matters dealt with by Breckland Council, such as the laying out and 
maintenance of public open space.  Agreement has been reached previously on the 
layout and specification of the areas to be provided as open space.  In relation to 
children’s play, it is proposed to provide an equipped neighbourhood play area as 
part of the central open space area.  Taking into account recent experience 
elsewhere and advice from Norfolk Police, it has been agreed that a Multi Use 
Games Area (MUGA) should not be provided here and that instead the monies 
(£76,997) should be directed towards recreational provision elsewhere in the 
immediate locality.  In the present circumstances, it is considered that there is a 
strong case for re-directing this money towards the completion of the roundabout. 
 
Given that any reduction of section 106 contributions agreed would be justified by the 
need to enable development to proceed in the currently depressed property market, it 
is considered that any such concessions should be conditional upon a future 
reappraisal of viability as development proceeds.  Should values have recovered 
sufficiently, then additional contributions would be payable on the remainder of the 
development.  Discussions are on going with the consortium of developers on this 
matter.  
 
6.  RECOMMENDATION 
To follow. 
 



APPENDIX  
 
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
Financial contributions paid to date 
Education  £266,000 
Library services   £11,000 
Public transport £360,000 
 
Outstanding unpaid financial contributions 
Education   £100,000 
 
Remaining financial contributions to be paid as development progresses 
Education   £880,000 
Library services    £17,000 
Public transport £340,000 (reasonable cost of peak bus service to Norwich) 
Public transport        -        (reasonable cost of off-peak service to Norwich) 
 
 
 
 


